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Abstract- In recent years, performance of the Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) has become an important research area in the wireless networks community. MANET consists of clusters of Mobile Nodes (MNs) on the access network that could be connected to other clusters through a fixed backbone of routers. The access link contention can severely constrain the end-to-end throughput of the path between a pair of source and destination MNs connected through the backbone. In this paper, we propose an integrated routing system for MANET that includes the backbone paths and the ad-hoc paths formed as a result of direct communication among MNs without going through the backbone. In our proposed routing system, an alternative ad-hoc path can be used only when the primary backbone path is severely constrained due to access links contention. We also propose a scheme for making the MN aware of link quality measures, and incorporate throughput metric in the core of AODV. We implemented the proposed routing system in the OPNET simulator, and evaluated the performance of our scheme under a variety of conditions. Simulation results show that the alternative ad-hoc path is effective in delivering higher throughput when the backbone path is severely constrained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MANET and WMN have become popular wireless technologies in the recent years for the practical applications they could bring to some of long-awaited demands of wireless technologies, such as low cost deployment in the areas of poor network infrastructure and terrain of difficult deployment. Wireless routers deployed at fixed locations and connected through wireless links form the backbone in a mesh topology called WMN backbone [1]. User devices are connected to the network through access links. Typically every router in the backbone has two wireless links: a backbone link connected to other wireless routers, and an access link connected to the user devices. Routing in WMNs is a challenging problem because of dealing with the unpredictable behavior of multi-hop wireless links caused by interference, noise, fading, channel propagation, and other MANET characteristics. Most of the routing proposals for WMN use some form of ad-hoc routing with more innovative metrics to reflect wireless link conditions, e.g., Expected Transmission Count (ETX) [2], Expected Transmission Time (ETT) [3], and Weighted Cumulative ET (WCET) [4]. In this paper, we propose an integrated routing system for MANET that utilizes both backbone and access links to achieve the benefits of multi-path routing. The WMN backbone is formed by fixed wireless routers; hence, its topology does not change frequently. This allows us to employ link-state routing in the backbone such as OPEN Shortest Path First (OSPF). User devices that are connected to different wireless routers in the backbone can also be connected to each other through their access links to form an ad-hoc network. Since user devices are not fixed, but rather move on their own, the topology of the ad-hoc network undergoes more frequent changes. Hence, we propose on-demand routing in the ad-hoc network. Thus, the proposed integrated routing system for MANET provides a source with at least two alternative paths: one through the ad-hoc access network called the ad-hoc path (ah_path) and the other through the backbone network called the backbone path (bb_path). Since wireless routers in the backbone are fixed and connected to a permanent source of power, the backbone paths are relatively more stable with no power constraints. In contrast the access paths are relatively less stable with power constraints due to the mobility and limited power source of user devices. Hence, we suggest that bb_path is used as a primary path. There are at least three situations when ah_path has benefit over the corresponding bb_path. First, the high contention on the access link between the MN and the Access Mesh Router (AMR) can significantly reduce throughput of the bb_path. Second, when the excessive handover delay (after a MN moves from one Wireless Mesh Routers (WMR) to another), causes transient bb_path outage. This can be mitigated by setting up an alternative ah_path. Third, the ah_path will be used when it has fewer hops than the corresponding bb_path. This typically happens when both the source and destination MNs are in adjacent clusters. For instance, for two MNs in adjacent clusters, in close proximity to each other and having direct communication capability, the single hop ah_path may become superior to the corresponding bb_path. The MN will have two paths to choose from: bb_path versus ah_path. In order for the MN to make a decision about which path to choose, we include link quality metrics in the routing protocol used by the MN.

Throughput analysis is provided based on a system throughput that includes throughput estimations for both backbone and ad-hoc networks. We use two different methods to estimate throughput of the two paths using Bianchi's [24] throughput measurements and throughput measurements in [25] respectively.

Our integrated routing system also considers two types of MNs. MNs with one physical interface and two physical interfaces. In case of MNs with two interfaces, using two different radio frequencies, the MNs will reduce channel contention and improve traffic throughput. MNs use one interface to connect to the backbone WMR, and use the other interface to connect to other MNs in the ad-hoc network. MNs with two interfaces, where a user could connect to two different networks using a single device, have become more popular in recent years.

For the access network, we select Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) as the main routing protocol for the MN and integrate throughput into the core of AODV: in the routing cache and Route Reply (RREP) packet. We implemented this solution in OPNET modeler 11.5 [28], and showed by simulation that AODV performance always improves by providing throughput information to regular AODV. AODV is selected mainly due to the fact that it works on an on-demand basis. We believe that the ad-hoc path will not be used under normal circumstances. It will only be used when the backbone is constrained. Therefore, this algorithm will only be used on-demand as well. Using other ad-hoc protocols could increase overhead and unnecessary traffic.

For the backbone network, we use OSPF routing protocol. OSPF is a proactive protocol suited to stable networks such as the fixed backbone of WMNs. Use of OSPF in the WMN is well defined in literature, and employed by Nortel Networks [30].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the architecture of MANET in a mesh environment, which is used in this paper. In Section 3, we provide related work in the area of routing for MANET and WMN. In Section 4, we establish design principles used in this work. In Section 5, we evaluate the performance of our proposed routing system, and show the simulation results. Finally, in section 6, the conclusion and future work is presented.

II. MANET ARCHITECTURE IN MESH ENVIRONMENT

In this section, we discuss architecture of the MANET used in this paper. We also discuss global connectivity and addressing in the backbone and access networks, and how new metrics could help in decision making of MN when it has to choose between two paths: one through the backbone, the other through the access networks.
A. Backbone and Access Network Structure

The architecture of MANET we consider in this work consists of a backbone network of WMRs and clusters of ad-hoc networks that are connected through the backbone, as shown in Figure 1. Each MN is connected through an access link to a WMR, which serves as a gateway to the backbone network. Some WMRs in the backbone are connected to the Internet and serve as gateways to the Internet for the entire wireless mesh network.

Each MN is equipped with two interfaces, an access network interface, called an_int; and an ad-hoc interface, called ah_int. The MN is connected to the backbone via a WMR through an_int. It uses ah_int to form the ad-hoc network of MNs, discussed in Section 4. Both interfaces can be implemented using 802.11b radios configured in ad-hoc mode on different channels. The ah_int of all the MNs in the network are configured on a single channel to form the ad-hoc network.

B. Global Connectivity and Addressing

The entire MANET is an IP network where some WMRs are connected to the Internet, called Internet Access Points (IAP). A WMR may be connected by several virtual links to multiple mesh routers through its bb_int. We assign a different IP subnet address to each of those links. Hence, we create as many subinterfaces (virtual interfaces) on a bb_int as the number of subnets the WMR is connected to. The an_int forms the access link, which is assigned an IP subnet address. Thus, all the MNs that are connected with a WMR through its access link receive an IP address on that subnet. All the MNs connected with the same WMR form a cluster, where the WMR becomes the clusterhead, called the Access Mesh Router (AMR). When a MN approaches the vicinity of a WMR, it receives the an_int beacon and connects with the WMR. If it moves from the coverage area of one MN to another, then it performs handover and changes its IP address by acquiring a new address on the subnet of the an_int of the new WMR. We allow the connectivity between MAN and AMR through a multi-hop path composed of mobile nodes within the same cluster. Hence, a cluster of MNs and the associated AMR form an ad-hoc network. The mobility at IP level can be managed by employing a variation of the IP mobility solution discussed in [10]. We do not further discuss mobility and power control managements in the proposed solution since they are out of the scope of this paper.

C. Routing in the MANET Architecture

We propose an integrated routing system for MANET that considers characteristics of both backbone and access networks. Between a pair of source (S MN) and destination (D MN) MNs, there are 2 paths: ah_path and mesh_path. For the ah_path we use AODV multihop going through the ad hoc network (Figure 3). The mesh path has three components; sub-path1 between S MN and S_AMR, sub-path2 between S_AMR and D_AMR (also called bb_path) and finally sub-path3 between D_AMR and D MN. Sub-path1 and sub-path3, although part of the mesh_path, are in fact access links and use AODV to establish that link.

We modify the AODV routing protocol such that AMRs acting as clusterhead periodically send beacons to discover neighbors (all the MNs in their respective clusters), and keep their local cluster’s MNs in their AODV cache tables (or IP forwarding table). Thus, when an AMR receives a packet from another AMR, it will find the subnet and forwards the packets to the
corresponding AMR, which in turn forward the packet to the D_MN.
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**Figure 3:** Access network, both an_path and ah_path use AODV

On the access side, MNs use AODV, so if the D_MN is located in the same cluster as S_MN, then the route is discovered and packets are sent directly to the D_MN, with AMR not intervening at all. When the AMR receives a RREQ (Route Request) in which D_MN is in the same subnet as the S_AMR, the packet is dropped, assuming that there is a direct connection between the two MNs in the same cluster.

### III. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we review related research from the literature in different areas of routing for both MANET and WMN, as well as some approaches by the research community for enhancing routing performance, such as MeshDV [9].

#### A. Routing Protocols of MANET and WMN

Conventional routing protocols designed for wired networks could not satisfy the unique characteristics of ad-hoc networks, leading to the design of new routing protocols exclusively for ad-hoc networks. MANET is characterized by mobility of nodes, limited power supply, and unstable routes. These characteristics of MANET introduce topology changes that would create an enormous amount of overhead and flooding, and excessive number of calculations, if conventional protocols were used. Several new routing protocols have been proposed to overcome many shortfalls of the traditional protocols when used for ad-hoc networks.

A vast amount of research has focused on routing of ad-hoc networks in the past decade. Several surveys are available covering and summarizing numerous publications in different areas of routing for ad-hoc networks: [13, 14, 15] just to name a few. Numerous routing protocols propose hierarchical routing, cross-layer designs, clustering and so on. One of the most common ways to characterize those routing protocols is to divide them into reactive and proactive groups. Proactive protocols, such as Highly Dynamic Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) [16] and Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [17] keep routes in their routing table, and periodically update them. Reactive protocols, such as AODV [18] and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [11, 19], on the other hand, work on a need-driven basis, where a route discovery is only initiated based on-demand.

Wireless medium characteristics affect behaviors of wireless networks in many ways. Such characteristics include channel fading, medium access contention, and interference, as well as other physical and MAC layer issues. To this effect, routing protocols for wireless networks, albeit at the network layer, should be able to address such lower layer problems. This point leads to the idea of cross-layer design for routing protocols where the lower layer characteristics could be informed to the network layer in forms of new metrics that could be incorporated into the layer-3 packet header. Numerous studies have proposed routing solutions for WMNs [7, 12, 21, and 26]. Reviews of cross-layer designs and proposed metrics are presented in [20] and [21]. Iannone [7] introduces new metrics for inference and packet success estimation ratios that are communicated among Physical, MAC and Network layers.

To add even more complexity to the wireless medium, MANET is characterized by high mobility and low power supply. These features also depend on physical and MAC layer characteristics. In several studies, researchers have shown that traditional routing metrics, such as hop-count, are not suitable for ad-hoc networks. Introduced by De Couto et al. at MIT, the idea of “Shortest Path is not Enough” [12] has become a new paradigm attracting many researchers to introduce several new metrics for ad-hoc routing protocols. They believe any new metrics for MANET or mesh routing protocols should carry link quality or physical layer information.

Designing appropriate metrics has major impact on the backbone routing. ETX measures the Expected Transmission counts of successful packet deliveries as defined in [2], and is effectively used in selecting high throughput paths. ETX is rendered ineffective if WMRs are configured with multiple interfaces, as shown in [5]. Since ETX finds links with low loss rates, in many cases it ignores high bandwidth paths. For example, ETX tends to choose 802.11b as it shows a lower loss rate than 802.11a, even though it provides much less bandwidth. Hence, new metrics such as ETT and WCETT are proposed in [7], which measure ETT and WCETT. These metrics can be used to find paths with higher throughput and lower interference.

On the same note, Drive et al. compared link quality metrics with traditional hop-count [5]. They also concluded that in ad-hoc networks where mobility is high, topology changes. For this reason, any kind of link quality metrics (ETX, ETT, WCETT) would not perform well, since every time topology changes, they should recalculate the link quality metrics with the new topology. All these repetitive calculations will introduce a large amount of delay and reduce throughput. All those studies conclude that the ad-hoc nodes react quickly to fast topology changes; therefore, hop-count would perform better than link quality metrics in ad-hoc networks.

Link quality metrics are computed in the network layer by measuring packet counts [27]. Another approach is to use cross-layer design to compute a metric. In [4] new metrics for interference and packet success estimation ratios are proposed that are communicated across Physical, MAC and Network.
layers. There are also other studies that show that Quality of Service (QoS) parameters could also be incorporated in the routing by using QoS metrics [22].

In our design, we look at link quality metrics for two types of paths between a pair of source and destination MNs. _bb_path and ah_path_ could show different link qualities with respect to each other. Such differences between characteristics of _bb_path_ and _ah_path_ indicate that in designing a routing protocol that embraces both paths, we should include characteristics of both paths respectively, and consider separate metrics for each path.

B. Integrated Routing Protocol for WMN

WMNs were introduced to overcome shortfalls of ad-hoc networks such as power shortage and mobility issues of ad-hoc nodes. Most important of such shortfalls occur in the routing. Ad-hoc networks could not use traditional routing protocols mainly due to ad-hoc characteristics such as mobility and power constraints [5]. However WMNs do not suffer from those constraints. WMNs are characterized by fixed WMRs in the backbone that have unlimited power supply. So, theoretically traditional protocols with some modifications and improvements could be used again [26]. New solutions involving these ideas usually ignore ad-hoc constraints and try to improve routing performance in the backbone by introducing new metrics to the original protocols [3, 5, 7, and 12].

Research in routing for the backbone has mainly concentrated around new metrics that promise performance improvements. However, one should not ignore the fact that WMN is not only in the backbone. WMN includes a major section on the access side, which still falls into the ad-hoc networks and carries all the characteristics of ad-hoc. In order to address routing in WMNs, we must clearly distinguish the characteristics of backbone and access, and realize the fundamental differences between the two distinct parts of the network. WMN is comprised of fixed backbone, and mobile ad-hoc access sides. An integrated routing protocol that could address the needs of both networks should be aware of the path characteristics of each network and treat each network according to its own characteristics [9].

To our knowledge, only a few researches have looked at integrated routing through backbone and access in WMNs. Iannone et al. proposed MeshDV [9, 22], which is a comprehensive routing system that takes into consideration both the backbone and the access sides of WMN. MeshDV combines proactive routing for the backbone with a reactive component for the client side. In MeshDV architecture, there is a client manager module that keeps two tables: a Local Client Table (LCTable) and a Foreign Client Table (FCTable). The LCTable holds information on all the clients associated with a WMR, similar to MNs in our clusters, and a list of all WMRs that have inquired about these MNs. The FCTable holds information on all non-local clients, and a pointer to their corresponding WMR. In the solution by Iannone et al., WMRS perform all the work, and hold all the information. Mobile nodes are not involved in routing decisions. The backbone is transparent to the mobile node. Like MeshDV, we also consider both backbone and ad-hoc access for routing. However, in our solution the routing and decision-making are distributed between WMRs and MNs. We use a route table instead of a FCTable, and do not need to keep routes from non-local clusters in the route table of each WMR. We also use a regular AODV cache table instead of an LCTable.

On another note, most proposed WMN routing solutions to date, improve performance based on link quality solutions to overcome link failure [2, 8, 14, and 26]. However they do not address node related issues such as node failure, Denial of Service (DoS) and cluster-head hotspot congestion. Although rare, a node failure could potentially disconnect the corresponding cluster from the network. Therefore, we believe a comprehensive routing solution should address node failure issues as well. Our proposed solution will also address node related issues by providing an ah path which is completely independent of the WMRs and the backbone, and could be used as a backup to the mesh path, should a WMR fail or become totally unreachable due to DoS.

C. Cross-Layer Design for MANET

Another approach is to use cross-layer design to compute a metric, or to share link quality information among layers. In [9], new metrics for interference and packet success estimation ratios are proposed that are communicated across Physical, MAC and Network layers. Reviews of cross-layer designs and proposed metrics are presented in [6,7]. There are other studies that show that QoS parameters could also be incorporated in the routing by sharing QoS metrics in a cross-layer design [8]. Our proposal, although not a complete cross-layer design solution, helps routing by providing throughput information to the network layer for the decision-making process.

IV. INTEGRATED ROUTING SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we explain design of the proposed integrated routing system for MANET. We discuss routing for the end-to-end path between a pair of source and destination MNs. In the backbone several routing protocols have been proposed such as AODV with different extensions, DSR, OSPF and so on. We designed OSPF in the backbone and AODV for the access and ad-hoc networks as explained in the following sections. OSPF is a proactive and table-driven protocol, whereas AODV is an on-demand protocol. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no implementation for redistribution between these two protocols yet. Therefore, for the purpose of this study we use OSPF and AODV separately for backbone and access networks respectively, and where necessary we have provided routing information through extensions for AODV in the backbone. We study the routing system for MNs with one or two interfaces and allow MN to choose the ad-hoc network over the backbone under constrained condition in both cases. In order to make the decision to choose the
ah_path, MN will be informed of throughput information via AODV RREP packet, which we call throughput-aware AODV.

A. MANET Routing Requirements

The access network includes clusters of MANET nodes. Consider paths between S, MN and D, MN in Figure 3. We defined ah_path and mesh_path. Mesh_path includes an_path and bb_path. Throughout this paper, we use the terms mesh_path and bb_path interchangeably when comparing them to ah_path.

Generally, the paths within the backbone (bb path) are more stable than an_paths because the WMRs are stationary nodes and the links among them are formed by directional antennas; therefore, a proactive routing protocol such as OSPF with the addition of some link-quality metrics is well suited for the bb path [30]. Dynamic link quality metrics such as ETX and WCETT can be used in the backbone routing to perform multi-path routing within the backbone. However, the an_paths are the unstable segments of the bb_path due to channel contention, rate drops caused by increasing distance between a MN and the AMR, and instability due to node mobility. Hence, the an_paths could constrain the quality of a bb_path, for example, by lowering throughput or raising delay.

We propose bb_path as the primary path used between a pair of source and destination MNs because of its tendency to traverse stable backbone links. We also propose using an_path as an alternative when bb_path is severely constrained under the three conditions mentioned previously.

Any ad-hoc routing protocol can be used to establish an_paths. For example, a table-driven proactive protocol can be used because an_paths are part of primary paths that are mostly used. On the other hand, the ah_path is a secondary path that should be set up only when required. Hence, for the ah_path set up we propose using on-demand and ad-hoc routing protocol, such as AODV (Figure 2), which only initiates route discovery if a route is needed. On-demand routing protocols, such as AODV, perform route discovery when a new route is needed for packet forwarding or when an existing route is refreshed in the routing cache. The route discovery process typically involves flooding of discovery packets inside the network, e.g. flooding of ROUTE_REQ packets in AODV. Since routes are not discovered or refreshed periodically in on-demand routing, less flooding overhead is incurred, which is suitable for MANET on the access side of WMN.

B. Integrated Routing for Access and Backbone

There are three key issues in designing the integrated routing system. First, which node should decide about using either a primary or alternative route? The route selection decision can be made by either the AMR or the MN itself. In either case, the ah_path is established by the MN. Hence, if the AMR makes the decision, then the information about the ah_path has to be transferred to the AMR, which necessitates discovering the full ah_path prior to making the decision. If the MN makes the decision, then it can delay discovering the ah_path after making the decision. The MN can make the route selection in two steps. In the first step it decides about initiating the route discovery based on the quality of the available bb_path. Then, it can decide about using the primary or the alternative path until after the full ah_path discovery and having the knowledge of the quality of the ah_path. Hence, we propose that MN should perform route selection.

Second, when should the MN initiate the route discovery process for the ah_path? The ah_path route discovery is an expensive process; hence we argue that it should be initiated only when there is a good chance of using the ah_path. We propose an algorithm for initiating route discovery in AODV, which is invoked by the MNs. The source MN broadcasts AODV RREQ for the destination setting the AODV RREQ-TTL = x, where x is the number of hops the MN is away from the AMR. When the AMR receives the RREQ from the source node, it checks the destination IP address. If the destination is in the local cluster, the AMR sends regular AODV RREP if it finds the route in its AODV cache. If the destination is not in the local cluster, the AMR propagates the RREQ to the next hop, and sends the RREQ hop-by-hop to the final destination. The D, MN prepares a RREP packet which includes the throughput information as a new field, and forwards the new RREP packet back to the source.

The third important issue in design is how to decide between the quality of the bb_path and ah_path. Dynamic link quality metrics such as ETX and WCETT are effective measures of the throughput of backbone routes [2] and [3]. However, they are not as effective in an ad-hoc network [5]. A careful estimate of round-trip time (RTT) of the ah_path could be used as a measure of ad-hoc throughput. In our analysis, we used throughput as a performance measure. Each node has throughput information of its own link, which could be transferred to other nodes through backhaul transmission via piggybacking with control messages, or creating a special protocol for transmitting the throughput information.

The design of an integrated routing protocol for WMN involves two major components: the first is the Route Discovery process in which MN finds the routes through both mesh_path and ah_path. In this situation the MN evaluates performance of the mesh_path and decides whether to use this path or to discover an alternative path through the ad-hoc network. The second component is path selection which involves evaluating and comparing the route through the mesh_path and ah_path and to decide when the backup path should be used.

1) Route Discovery in Constrained Conditions

S, MN broadcasts an AODV RREQ for D, MN. This RREQ could be captured by either another MN or by a WMR. The MN could be in the local cluster or in a remote cluster. The WMR could be the local clusterhead (AMR) or any other WMR along the way.
Algorithm 1 outlines how the route discovery is implemented. We define a function for initiating the second route discovery, which is called-up every time hop count or throughput falls below a threshold value. MN then waits to receive a RREP. Upon receiving RREP, MN checks to see if RREP is from an AMR or another MN. If it is from an AMR, then it should call the second-route-discovery function. This function checks the hop count and throughput of the RREP, and if they fall below threshold, it initiates the second_route_discovery by sending a second RREQ; otherwise, it will enter the RREP into the route table. If the RREP is received from another MN, then it has to check whether the next hop of that MN is an AMR. In either case, the MN still calls the second-route-discovery function. The difference is that if there was an AMR along the way, then the route type would be entered in the route table as backbone.

Algorithm 1:

```c
/*define function second_rte_discovery*/
set hcount = 3;
set Tpnot = 0;
broadcast RREQ;
upon receiving RREP:
if (route provider ip address = gw ip address)
   Call function second_rte_discovery on ah_int
else if (route provider ip address != gw ip address)
   if (NIt == AMR)
      Call function second_rte_discovery on ah_int
   else
      for (1 to hcount)
         if (route type == bb)
            Call function second_rte_discovery (ah_int)
            Enter route as bb_path
         elseif (route type == ah)
            Call function second_rte_discovery (ah_int)
            Enter route as ah_path
      endif
   endif
endif
endf
end

#define second_rte_discovery
GET hcount and Tpnot
if (hcount > hcount) and (Tpnot < Tpnot)
   then initiate route discovery via ad-hoc
   & broadcast RREQ (tid = hcount)
else
   accept the route and inter in the route table
end
```

When a RREQ is received by a MN, first the IP address of D_MN is checked. If the D_MN is in the same subnet, it means that it is in the local cluster. In this case, a regular AODV procedure can be used to resolve the route discovery. If the D_MN is not local, but the route to D_MN is available, a RREP is sent to S_MN including the D_MN IP address, its hop count, and the throughput of the route. When an AMR receives the RREQ from S_MN it checks the D_MN IP address. If the D_MN is in the local cluster, AMR uses the AODV cache and replies with a RREP, including the IP address of the destination, just as in regular AODV. If the D_MN is not in the local cluster, the AMR looks up the routing table. If it finds a route to the destination, it returns RREP with the number of hops. A new field called route_type is added to RREP packet. route_type can have values “BB” (for bb_path) or “AH” (for ah_path). RREPs from the backbone are marked as bb_route, whereas RREPs from other MNs are marked as ah_route. Also a new column is added to the AODV route table as “route_type”. Any route returned by the mesh router is entered in the route table as bb_route or ah_route depending on where it comes from. Once a RREP is sent by D_MN, it is tagged as ROUTE_TYPE_AH. At any stage, if it passes by an AMR or WMR, its route type will change to ROUTE_TYPE_BB and will remain the same until it reaches the S_MN. Therefore, if a RREP is tagged with AH for its ROUTE_TYPE once it reaches S_MN, that means this route lies entirely within the ad-hoc path, and there is no backbone router on the way of this path.

Upon receiving RREP from AMR, MN has to decide whether the route provided by the AMR satisfies a certain set of threshold requirements. If the required metrics fall below thresholds, then the MN should start a new route discovery by sending a second RREQ using AODV expanding ring search, and finds a secondary route through ah_path and uses it as a backup route.

A set of threshold values for the throughput is defined within the routing information. Upon receiving RREP from AMR, S_MN compares the throughput value collected from the bb_path to the pre-set conditions, and decides whether to use the route provided by the mesh router, or to initiate a new AODV RREQ with longer TTL (Algorithm 1). S_MN initiates route discovery by broadcasting RREQ to ad-hoc nodes, and searches for a backup route via the ad-hoc multi-hop path. Upon receiving RREP from the ad-hoc network, S_MN enters a route in the route table as ad-hoc route_type.

2) Path Selection: bb_path vs. ah_path

Having performed a second route discovery S_MN has two routes to the destination: one through the mesh backbone, and the other through the access ad-hoc network, and has to decide when to use the primary bb_path, and when to switch to ah_path. For this purpose we design Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 below is a network level implementation of the MN decision-making process.

This algorithm is only executed if there are two routes to choose from. It checks the route table; if there is no route, then it calls Algorithm 1 to find the route. If there are two routes available, and it has to decide which one to take, then it checks the throughput provided by the two routes. The AMR computes the Bianchi's saturation throughput [24] of the two access links and takes the minimum of the two as the mesh_path throughput, and send that to the source MN. For ah_path we suggest using the algorithm of computing the ad-hoc path throughput proposed in [25]. The algorithm calculates the threshold value of “d” by subtracting the two throughputs, dividing them by the ad-hoc throughput and multiplying by 100. This equation will find the difference in the values of throughput for the two paths shown in percentage. Different network set-ups could assume different values for d depending on how reliable the backbone route is. For the purpose of this paper, we assume that we will take ah_path, only if it provides a higher throughput by at least 25%. Theoretically, ah_path
could be used whenever the bb_path provides lesser throughput than ah_path. However, in this experiment, a heuristic method is used by trying different threshold values. The result shows that changing the path every time the throughput falls, could generate more calculation and cause a large amount of overhead. Choosing a threshold value of 25%, for the throughput improvement, ensures that the change will take effect only if the ah_path could substantially improve the throughput achieved, or if the backbone is severely diminished.

According to algorithms 1 and 2, the MN uses bb_path until throughput falls below the minimum requirement (threshold). Then once the MN is notified of this information, MN starts a second route discovery (Algorithm 1), finds the ah_path and starts using this path if necessary (Algorithm 2). These algorithms ensure that the MN switches to ah_path whenever throughput falls below the threshold level. Such cases could happen when MN is moving between clusters and there is latency, disconnection, or congestion.

```
Algorithm 2:
route required
check route table
if no route available
    then start algorithm 1
else
    check throughput fields of RREQ 1&2
    SET throughput = the 0
    GET bb_path throughput = Tputs_bb
    GET ah_path throughput = Tputs_ah
    d = (Tputs_ah – Tputs_bb)/Tputs_ah)*100
    if (d < 25)
        then ah_path -> status = active
        elseif (d <= 25)
            then bb_path -> status = active
    endif
```

In our analysis, we used throughput as a performance measure. Each node has throughput information of its own link, which could be transferred to other nodes through backhaul transmission via piggybacking with control messages, or creating a special protocol for transmitting the throughput information. For the purpose of this paper we rely on throughput measurements performed by OPNET. In future we are planning to incorporate link quality metrics for backbone throughput and use more static measurements for ad-hoc throughput.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTION

In this section, we design and develop a simulation model, which will allow us evaluate performance of our proposed routing system. We will use the simulation model to run several experiments under different conditions for both bb_path and ad_path.

A. Simulation Model

We implemented MANET in a mesh environment including backbone and access networks simulation model in OPNET modeler 11.5 PL1 [28] by creating a mesh of wireless routers in the backbone and clusters of MNs attached to each wireless router. We used 802.11a radio for backbone, and 802.11b/g for access network. 802.11a is used in the backbone because we believe the backbone is used to carry the major part of the traffic between clusters of MANETs, and it could become the bottleneck. Therefore it requires more bandwidth than the access network, which could be satisfied by 802.11b/g capacity. A campus network is deployed over a square geographical area of range 10*10 km2 as shown in Figure 4.

MANET is deployed using eight WMRs creating the backbone, comprising of two rows of routers. The lower set of routers includes AMRs which connect MNs to the backbone. The upper set of routers is core WMRs that participate in the backbone, however do not have any MNs connecting to them for direct access purposes. First AMR in the lower row is named S_AMR, which depicts AMR corresponding to the source cluster, and the last AMR is D_AMR which shows the AMR corresponding to the destination cluster.

Each AMR is surrounded by MNs comprising a cluster for the corresponding AMR. For each cluster, we start the simulation with one MN, and then increase number of MNs to start the effect of increased traffic and channel contention.

Each AMR is equipped with two interfaces; one for the backbone running 802.11a and the other for access network running 802.11b/g according to Figure 4. At the initial stage, MNs have a single interface running 802.11b/g to connect to both AMR and ad-hoc network. The assumption is that MNs use same interface and same radio frequency to connect to both AMR and other MNs. This assumption is justified considering that all nodes are in the ad-hoc mode and capable of connecting to more than one peer at the same time. AMRs have 2 interfaces, one used for backbone communication with peer AMRs or WMRs, and the other used for access network communication with MNs in the cluster. Since the backbone is on 802.11a, backbone traffic would not interfere with MN-MN and MN-AMR traffic. At the second stage, we turn on the second interface of MNs to be used for ad-hoc communication between MN-MN.
MANET traffic is generated from a S_MN to a D_MN according to the specifications in Table 1. Traffic is first generated from contending MNs in the cluster to go to the S_AMR. Then after 100 second when the traffic is continuously generated and contention is stabilized, then S_MN starts sending traffic to S_AMR. At this point new traffic is affected by the contention from other MNs.

The S_MN sends MANET traffic at exponential inter-arrival time of 0.01 second, and the constant packet sizes are 8,192 bits for the destination MN and 16,384 bits for the AMR. We set the throughput threshold at a minimum value of 100 bits/sec in order for the second route discovery to be triggered. In the OPNET simulation environment, 100 bps with 0.01 second inter-arrival time, ensures that the backbone is saturated, and it triggers the ah_path to be activated. The simulation ran for 4 minutes each time, and repeated 10 times for each experiment, and by choosing the seed option of 20 in OPNET, it will be equivalent to 200 times in each case. All the results are averaged over the entire number of repeats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start time</td>
<td>100 (0 sec for contending MNs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-arrival time</td>
<td>0.01 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>8192 or 16384 bits (depending on destination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination</td>
<td>Destination MN (D_MN), (AMR for contending MNs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop time</td>
<td>End of simulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Throughput-aware AODV Routing

The S_MN evaluates the goodness of bb_path and ah_path based on throughput measurements and using this evaluation, it makes a decision which path to take. The evaluation and decision making processes are implemented in Algorithms 1 and 2. This part of the simulation is based on the changes in the core of AODV source code in OPNET. New AODV enabled nodes should be aware of the throughput values for each path. Each AMR measures its link throughput to the next hop or next AMR (this value is saved as OWN_THROUGHPUT).

Based on the current implementation, S_MN will broadcast the RREQ. S_AMR will receive this RREQ and uses regular AODV to forward the RREQ hop-by-hop to the D_MN. D_MN will reply by unicasting a RREP message back to D_AMR and includes its throughput in the RREP. This is a one-way downlink throughput of D_AMR to D_MN, and not the throughput for the reverse path. D_MN also sets ROUTE_TYPE to AH. D_AMR receives this RREP, compares RREP_THROUGHPUT (this is recorded as INTERMEDIATE_THROUGHPUT) with the OWN_THROUGHPUT, and updates the RREP_THROUGHPUT with the smaller value. Every WMR along the way takes this throughput and compares it with its own link throughput, and updates the RREP with the smaller value. Since the throughput provided by the backbone links are usually higher than any access network throughput, the original link throughput coming from D_MN which represents the throughput of sub_path3 is likely smaller than any backbone throughput and will be selected as path throughput thus far of mesh path. Therefore, this throughput will have to compete with the throughput of sub_path1 and the smaller value of these two will get elected as the throughput for the route. At the same time D_AMR will also change the ROUTE_TYPE to BB, and after this point it will stay as BB and will not change again.

On the other hand, if the RREP_THROUGHPUT is less than the threshold throughput and the second route discovery is initiated, a second RREQ will go through the ah_path to the next MN, and uses regular AODV to reach D_MN hop-by-hop. Thus, D_MN will have a second RREQ from ah_path. D_MN will send a second RREP through ah_path, and a procedure similar to the one in the bb_path will be repeated, except that ROUTE_TYPE will always stay at ROUTE_TYPE AH for this path. The throughput added to RREP on the ad-hoc path is the link throughput between the D_MN and the next hop (neighboring MN). Each MN along the way will
At this point S_MN will have two routes; BB and AH with each having its own throughput. S_MN will compare these two throughput values and uses the equation in algorithm 2 to decide which path to select. The AODV routing tables include two new columns for ROUTE THROUGHPUT, and ROUTE TYPE. The value of ROUTE THROUGHPUT could be BB or AH throughput, depending on whether the node is an AMR or MN, respectively. The value of ROUTE_TYPE is a Boolean value (BB or AH, depending on whether the RREP is coming from an AMR or a MN). This is determined by extracting last digit of the IP address of the source in the RREP. All the AMRs are clusterheads, and their IP addresses are statically set to X.X.X.1, therefore, if the last digit of the IP address is 1, then the source is an AMR and the ROUTE_TYPE is set to BB, otherwise, it is set to AH.

We changed AODV core by incorporating throughput in the routing cache and RREP packet of AODV, and implemented new source code in OPNET module. Then we compiled and ran simulation with the new source code. Once the MN receives the RREP packet, it is informed of the throughput values for the backbone, and it does a comparison with a threshold value for throughput. If the RREP reported throughput does not meet a minimum requirement set by the threshold, then the MN will switch to ah_path. In presences of 1 and 2 MNs in the source cluster, mesh_path is selected. By increasing number of MNs in the source cluster from 2 to 4, S_MN still chooses the mesh_path.

Figure 9 shows the scenario with 6 MNs in the source cluster. By increasing the number of MNs in
the source cluster to 6, we observe from Figure 9 that the S_MN chooses the alternative ah_path rather than bb_path. S_MN favors the ah_path due to the fact that throughput performance is decreased below the minimum requirement set by algorithm 2.

Figure 10 shows the throughput results for the system when it switches from bb_path to ah_path by increasing the number of MNs from 2 to 6. Throughput in presence of 6 MNs has increased in comparison to selecting bb_path with 4 MNs. Initially, there is a drop in throughput. Then we observe a surge of over 4 fold. This indicates a switch from bb_path to ah_path. The increase is similar to that observed in Figure 7.

After 130 seconds, we observe improvement in throughput. At this point traffic is switched and starts traversing via the ah_path and consequently the throughput will take a jump to above that of 2 MNs until around 200 second. This is due to the initial surge when switching to the ah_path takes place. After the initial switching surge, then throughput will drop to a stabilizing point which sits between throughput of 2 MNs and 4 MNs scenarios and continues at a steady rate beyond this point due to the fact that the number of MNs in the cluster remains constant, which was expected to experience similar contention levels; however the improvement in the throughput indicates that in case of ah_path fewer number of MNs are contending. In this scenario, it is observed that next hop for S_MN is MN_A2, and MN_A4 and MN_A6 are not visible from point of view of S_MN. This could be due to hidden-terminal issue, and indicates that contention level is 3, which means there are only 3 MNs contending for the channel. This is consistent with the throughput level in Figure 6 which sits between 2MN and 4MN scenarios.

Similar results could be observed from the delay performance measurements illustrated in Figure 11. As illustrated in Figure 11, delay increases significantly from 2 to 6 MNs in the source cluster while using bb_path. However, when the MN chooses the ah_path as an alternative, the delay drops significantly to almost that of 2 MNs.

The new improved performance surpasses that of both 2 and 4 MNs. However, eventually the new throughput comes back down to a level closer to 2 MNs, but still around 50% better than 4 MNs. This is due to the fact that initially next hop node for S_MN is still S_AMR, and S_MN still sends traffic via backbone. At this point there are still 6 MNs contending for the channel (contention level is 6).

After 130 seconds, we observe improvement in throughput. At this point traffic is switched and starts traversing via the ah_path and consequently the throughput will take a jump to above that of 2 MNs until around 200 second. This is due to the initial surge when switching to the ah_path takes place. After the initial switching surge, then throughput will drop to a stabilizing point which sits between throughput of 2 MNs and 4 MNs scenarios and continues at a steady rate beyond this point due to the fact that the number of MNs in the cluster remains constant, which was expected to experience similar contention levels; however the improvement in the throughput indicates that in case of ah_path fewer number of MNs are contending. In this scenario, it is observed that next hop for S_MN is MN_A2, and MN_A4 and MN_A6 are not visible from point of view of S_MN. This could be due to hidden-terminal issue, and indicates that contention level is 3, which means there are only 3 MNs contending for the channel. This is consistent with the throughput level in Figure 6 which sits between 2MN and 4MN scenarios.

Similar results could be observed from the delay performance measurements illustrated in Figure 11. As illustrated in Figure 11, delay increases significantly from 2 to 6 MNs in the source cluster while using bb_path. However, when the MN chooses the ah_path as an alternative, the delay drops significantly to almost that of 2 MNs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed an integrated routing system for MANET in a mesh environment similar to WMN that exploits the paths through the backbone and the access networks. The ad-hoc path is considered as an alternative path and can be used under the following situations: (a) when the primary backbone path is severely constrained due to access links contention, (b) during handover to hide losses due to bb_path outage, and (c) for shortest path routing when bb_path is longer than ah_path. We have simulated the access contention situation and demonstrated the benefit of...
alternative ad-hoc path. We also proposed a scheme for initiating the route discovery of the ad-hoc path.

We incorporated throughput information in route cache of AODV and in a new field in the RREP packet of AODV, and allowed AODV to inform MN of the throughput information in addition to regular hop count. We also enabled MN to make a routing decision based on the throughput information.

In future, we plan to incorporate other link quality metrics (e.g. ETX) in AODV, and incorporate QoS metrics in the decision of using ah path. We are also developing a routing based framework for mobility management in WMN that will use ah path to hide the handover related losses and delay. We will develop our alternative ah path solution using mobile nodes with two interfaces, and evaluate performance of WMN in presence of WMRs and MNs, both with two interfaces each.
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